DID YOU KNOW?

According to a report by the Anti-Phishing Working Group, phishing attacks are at an all-time high in 2016, with an even greater surge expected during the holiday season.

Budget & Acquisition

Credit Card Acceptance Channels on Campus

- Third-party credit card merchants
- Third parties doing business on campus
- Cal Poly credit card merchants

- Third parties cannot use Cal Poly networks to conduct credit card business on campus.
- Third-party credit card merchants engaged as service providers are vetted for PCI DSS compliance which helps mitigate data security risk.

Campus Security Status

The number of local law enforcement agencies that sent officers to the California Cyber Training Complex (CCTC) for its inaugural training class “Digital Forensics for First Responders.”

Staffing

ITS honored its veteran employees in November. In addition to advertising in veterans publications, we are connecting with Microsoft Software and Systems Academy (MSSA) which helps active duty service members develop the career skills necessary to meet the IT industry’s high demand.

System Status

Cal Poly Data Warehouse, By the Numbers:
First month of Fall 2016

| The equivalent of 550 DVDs of raw data was loaded into the DW |
| 100 systems exchanged data with the DW |
| 12,600 people accessed DW-driven dashboards |

Cal Poly’s traditional data warehouse intakes raw data from a variety of sources and processes it so that it can be utilized by many systems and people. Staff and faculty use enterprise data to inform their decisions. Students use personal dashboards to track their academic progress.